Leonardo Academy works to advance sustainable land use and forest management through demonstration, education and research.

**Program Activities**

- Leonardo Academy's Valley Ridge Preserve

**Training**

- Leonardo Academy provides training on sustainable land management:
  - In person
  - Webinars
  - On demand

  - For a listing of the courses on transportation see our [Training Program](#)

- Leonardo Academy Tools and Resources
  - Provides [Native Vegetation](#) Credits by the acre for LEED-EB v2.0, LEED-EB VO&M, LEED vO&M 2009
    - [What is Native Vegetation?](#)

- Native Trees and Vegetation Resources
  - [Web sites identifying native trees and vegetation](#) for each region of the country

See the Leonardo Academy [Land Management Consulting Services web page](#).

For additional information contact Leonardo Academy at:
Email: land@leonardoacademy.org Tel: 608-280-0255